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Kindle color version, 2012

(To see color, download the free Kindle reading app for web browser)

Black & white 

paperback, 2005

Reading 
for the 1st

lecture

Paul Gauguin, 1897

Where do we come from? 

What are we? 

Where are we going? Boston Museum of Fine Arts

The Evolution of Us

1. Smart Animals and the Great Apes

2. Post-Ape, Pre-Human

3. Our Kind of Language 

4. Creativity and Planning Ahead

A Brief History of the Mind
From Apes to Intellect and Beyond

A Brain for All Seasons
Human Evolution and Abrupt Climate Change

Reading for 
2nd and 3rd

lectures

Creative
explosion

Up from the apes
Savanna and meat

A Brief History of the Mind
From Apes to Intellect and Beyond

Reading for 
3rd and 4th 
lectures

Lingua ex Machina
Reconciling Darwin and Chomsky with the Human Brain

Language evolution,
sharing

Creative explosion
Higher intellectual

Consciousness

The ice age mix of rhythms
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°C

Earth’s orbit 
elongates every 
400,000 yrs

Earth’s tilt 
increases 2.5°
every 41,000 yrs

Closest approach 
to Sun is in June 
every 25,000 yrs

Resonance from 
ice depresses 
land, rebounds

Ice ages

Cape Buffalo were Africa’s earliest grazers
7 million years ago, 
there must have 
been grass.

Cafe buffalo is 
considered the 
most dangerous 
animal in Africa by 
the game guides 
because aggressive 
moves are so 
unpredictable.

Forest to Woodland to Grassland

Alpine meadow in California.
The grassy area cannot sustain trees because its 
soil dries up in the summer. As Africa dried, many 
grassy areas developed after 7 myr ago.

Grazing animals stay away from Brush (= Scrub, = “Bush”)
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Grazing animals stay away from Brush (= Scrub, = “Bush”)

WilliamCalvin.org/blog

CalvinClimate.blogspot.com/

Frontier Dynamics in Hominid Evolution

WILLIAM H. CALVIN
University of Washington

Demography seldom features a migration event as instantaneous as the 1889 

Oklahoma land rush in which my grandfather Will Leebrick participated, but 

there must have been many “gateway events” in human evolution where 

significant range expansion occurred within a year or two.

In a warming climate, a mountain pass that is normally snowbound year-round 

may thaw and grow grass. As Adam Chou pointed out [1], some grazing animals 

and their predators follow the new grass over the pass and then downslope on the 

far side.

Many human hunters probably never went back because of all of the hunting-

naïve herds they discovered on the far side. So even slow climate change 

occasionally sets up an opportunity for the frontier-capable subpopulation. 

This selective opportunity stands in contrast to the usual selective culling aspect of 

climate change.

My presentation to the Society 

for Evolutionary Demography at 

Stanford University in November.

The checklist (5W’s & H) for human evolution

Who

What

When

Where

How  (Process on the body’s time scale)

Why (Process on evolution’s time scale)













Process transforms one thing into another

Physiologist’s hat

Evolutionary theorist’s hat

Paleoanthropologist’s hat

Upright posture developed from
6 to 3 million years ago

Most bipedal animals 
waddle as hips rotate 
left and right.

Humans are unusual in 
that walking is a 
controlled fall forward, 
catching yourself with 
the free leg.

1440 cc

Chimp 

about 400 cc

millions of years ago

Brain volume (cc)

Jump 1 2 3 4myr

By 2.5 million years 
ago,

1. Brain enlarges
2. Ice age climate 

fluctuations 
begin

3. Toolmaking for 
good grip and 
sharp edge

Woodland to Grasslands
by 1.8 myr.   Need to explain why…

1. Hunting techniques for 
reliable yield

2. Food prep, cooking by 1.8 
million years ago.

3. No trees. So need more 
cooperation for posting a 
night guard tending fire.

4. Advance in toolmaking to 
flattened teardrop symmetry

At least among adult apes, possession is generally respected.
That’s probably why you see so many apes carrying branches 
around, draped over their shoulders. Leave it somewhere, and 
someone else will take possession and own it.

COOPERATION
& SHARING

Possession 
seems to confer 

“ownership” 

Except from mother to infant, food 
sharing is not common among primates. We 
see it in a few species when males have meat 
and share with their consort of the day. Within 
same-sex pairs, it is found only in some highly 
tolerant capuchin monkeys and great apes: 
chimps, bonobos, and orangutans. [Not gorilla.]

—the primatologist Carel van Schaik, Among Orangutans: Red Apes 

and the Rise of Human Culture, 2004

Sharing as “tolerated scrounging”

Don’t tear off branch 
and share out. Rather, 

hang on and monitor.
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An odd exception to no sharing

Two Gombe Chimps with a Baboon Carcass, 

Hugo van Lawick, 1966

Meat is the chimps’ 
favorite food. No share?

No, they share meat, when 
they catch small monkeys 
or pigs. 

They don’t share anything 
else with other adults, but 
they do share fresh meat.

• Even if you kill a big animal yourself, it’s too 
much to eat by yourself. 

• Better to give away most of it and count on 
reciprocity from others tomorrow.

• Nice growth curve too (share more things, 
for longer periods, with more individuals)

Sharing has a long growth curve
• Sharing is standard in us, 

apes are reluctant to share.

• Long growth curve, just like throwing 
accuracy and range. 
[2x always has added payoff.]

• But sharing has the cheater problem 
at every step up.  Combat freeloaders.

Sharing is a good setup for syntax (next time).

The 
Most 

Recent 
Great 

Ape

Homo sapiens • Common ancestor 7 million years ago
– Upright posture, loss of big canine teeth

• Toolmaking, bigger brain 2,500,000 yr
– Hunting, staged food prep 1,800,000??

• Staged toolmaking (prepared-core flakes),

400,000 years (last 6%)

• Fine tools, art, “modern mind,” syntax(?), 
50,000 years (last <1%)

• Writing, taxes, cities, army 5,000 years 
(last <0.1%).

• Science 500 years (last 1% of the last 1%)

Up from the apes From Scavenging to Hunting

• Baseline: Monkey-style snatch and grab

• Apes add army-patrol-style tactics

• Woodland hominids are thought to add 
scavenging, which requires intimidating 
the competitors: Lions, hyenas, etc.

From Scavenging to Hunting
For decades, I have been suggesting that our 
hominid ancestors could have mobbed the 
hyenas and lions in possession of a carcass.

Don’t steal the carcass, just quickly amputate 
one limb. Then they won’t follow you when you 
leave—they focus on the belly fat left behind.

Amputating a hind limb and leaving quietly
could have been the big payoff for a sharp edge. 31

Sharing meat can depend on “It’s too much to eat myself.”

Small game is a meal 
for one hunter. 

Sharing has no growth 
curve except with 
bigger prey animals.
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Grazing
herds of 

zebra and 
wildebeest 

at ephemeral
savanna 

waterhole

Maasai Mara,
Kenya

W. H. Calvin 2000

Few trees for 
refuge, but a 
lot of meat on 
the hoof.

By 1.8 myr, Homo erectus was eating a lot of grass (13C/12C), 
probably indirectly via meat.

For Out of Africa by 
Homo erectus at 1.8 
million years ago, 
think grass.

Homo erectus    

Georgia 1.7 myr
Kenya 1.8 myr

Arid areas 
(light-colored) 
are bordered
by grasslands.

Homo erectus    

Kenya 1.8 myr

Homo erectus
Java 1.6 myr

Georgia 1.7 myr
Kenya 1.8 myr

Seattle

Chimp 

about 400 cc

millions of years ago

Brain volume (cc)

Jump 1 2 3 4

1440 cc

myr

1440 cc

Chimp 

about 400 cc

millions of years ago

Brain volume (cc)

2 3 4myr

Brain size is 
NOT driven 
by a steady 

improvement 
in toolmaking 

complexity 
over 2 million 

years.

1440 cc

Chimp 

about 400 cc

millions of years ago

Brain volume (cc)

millions of years agoJump 1 2 3 4myr

Conservatism in 
toolmaking styles 
for two periods, 

each lasting a 
million years.

If bigger brains are 
more clever, looks 

as if that added  
cleverness does 
NOT gradually 
improve tools.

Blades start at about 
430,000 years ago in 

Africa, well established by 
120,000 years ago. Obsidian blades

Staged Toolmaking

1. Make a flat
surface.

2. Use pusher 
at edge.

3. Strike softly, 
shave off blade.

1440 cc

Chimp 

about 400 cc

millions of years ago

Brain volume (cc)

The big brain puzzleThe Creative Explosion of the last 50,000 years

Jump 1 2 3 4myr

Behaviorally-modern fine tools

Photograph by

David Brill in

From Lucy to Language

by Donald Johanson and 

Blake Edgar (1996).

Upper Paleolithic burins,
Dordogne, France

W. H. Calvin, 2001

Paleolithic cloth

bone-sliver needle

26,000 years old
Enlene, France

David Brill

Tools to 
make tools

Some bone tools are decorated (Europe)

Photograph by

David Brill in

From Lucy to Language by 

Donald Johanson and Blake 

Edgar (1996).

About 80,000 to 90,000 years ago, the Katanda region of 
Congo has barbed harpoon points carved out of bone (Brooks 
& Yellin 1988).
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Cave art sites

35,000 years old (earlier in Asia???)

Art on the walls 
of a cave was 
the first 
discovery. But 
when the cave’s 
floor was 
excavated, they 
discovered 
portable art 
objects. 

And they came 
first, say 45,000 
years ago in SE 
Asia and Europe.

Portable Art:

Venus of Willendorf

Limestone figurine from a site 
on the Danube, perhaps 25,000 
years ago.

Photograph by

David Brill in

From Lucy to Language

by Donald Johanson and 

Blake Edgar (1996).

Portable Art:  Ivory carving
(National Museum of Kenya)

Upper Paleolithic

bone tools
Dordogne, France

W. H. Calvin, 2001

Anatomically modern

Homo sapiens

Behaviorally modern

Homo sapiens sapiens
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Searching for evolutionary drivers

• Hundreds. But only a few of them 
have a long growth curve, capable 
of redoubling repeatedly.

• More words

• More sharing

• More accurate
throwing

Moore’s Law redoubling every 1.5 years

To summarize

• The reason for bigger brains was perhaps not 
general intelligence but something more specific, 
something having a long growth curve. Repeat 
cycle for extra credit.
– Words and short sentences?

– Sharing?

– Throwing accuracy?

• The niche of regularly eating large grazing 
animals involves all three.

Planning behaviors and hunting

• No matter how good you are at 
throwing, getting better has an 
additional payoff: more meat each 
month.

• Note that missing the first time is 
worse than not throwing at all because…

Planning behaviors and hunting

• Dinner runs away. Even worse,…

• The entire herd, spooked, keeps their distance 
next time, so that

• more accurate throws are now required to hit 
them at all. Forced to get better.

This feedback cycle is an evolutionary theorist’s 
dream. Automatic improvement!
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FORCED TO GET BETTER

• Herds will move away from you if you get too 
close.

• This “approach distance” depends on recent 
experience with being spooked by predation or 
attempts.

• Thus the hunter is forced to get better (the 
Red Queen principle) OR to look elsewhere for a 
naïve herd that permits getting close. 

When detailed plans are needed

• No need for a detailed plan for 
most novel actions.

• “Fumble and find” suffices.

• Blindly picking up an empty 
coffee cup, and stopping it 
before it hits your nose, works because the 
movement is slow enough for corrections.

• If sped up to take only 1/8 sec, there’s no time for 
feedback to correct the “ballistic” movement.  
Now need a detailed plan of action.

• Throwing a dart takes only 1/8 
sec, and our feedback loop is too 
slow to fix things if you get 
started a little bit wrong. 

• Besides throwing, this is 
true for hammering, 
clubbing, kicking, spitting.

Ballistic movements are too fast for feedback

For accurate throwing, you have to plan every 
little detail of the muscle activation sequence in 
advance as you Get Set.  Like a fireworks finale.

Release late,

falls short

Release early,

goes too far

Twice the distance, 

8X as difficult

Window of Opportunity

• Practiced set pieces,
like free throws.

• But most target 
distances are 
novel, so the neural 
circuitry for planning that 1/8th sec 
action sequence, in excruciatingly fine 
detail, was likely improved over several 
million years.

NEXT TIME

There is no step more uplifting, more 
momentous in the history of mind design, than 
the invention of language.  When Homo sapiens
became the beneficiary of this invention, the 
species stepped into a slingshot that has 
launched it far beyond all other earthly species 
in the power to look ahead and reflect.

– Daniel C. Dennett,  Kinds of Minds, 1996

My books and talks
may be found at:

WilliamCalvin.org

The End

Edvard Munch, The Scream

Protolanguage could be older

• Hundreds of words

• But only the two-word sentences of two-
year-olds.  

• Cannot express complicated thoughts 
without long sentences, but need structure 
to keep parts from blending together like a 
summer drink.

Big step up from protolanguage

• Long sentences 
need the
big step up to 
syntax

• what kids do in 
their third 
year after 
speaking in
short sentences.
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The “creative explosion” occurred during a 
series of abrupt climate flips.

behaviorally modern

Prior
warm
period

100,000 years ago                    60,000            40,000           20,000          NOW

TemperatureTemperature in the Northern Hemisphere 
during the last ice age

agriculture

d
e
g 

C

Warm-and-wet

Cool-dry-windy-dusty

Out of Africa

Our
warm
period

Many “causes”
•Climate flips probably 
only speed up evolution 
due to other drivers.

•Repeating the flips is 
like pumping.

Mimicry as a Behaviorally-modern Candidate

• Much mimicry is seen in birds, orangutans
– so it isn’t that difficult to do, even with a bird-sized brain.

• But, even if easy, there is limited mimicry in our 
closest relatives.
– De Waal notes limp copied by young chimps

– Tomasello’s experiment with young chimps failing to mimic 
gestures even when there is intense observation and 
motivation. 

– Train high-ranking female on using probe. Then other 
chimps will copy the technique. Prestige!

behaviorally modern

Prior
warm
period

100,000 years ago                    60,000            40,000           20,000          NOW

Temperature

The evolution of intelligence
in the last ice age

agriculture

d
e
g
 C

Warm-and-wet

Cool-dry-windy-dusty

Out of Africa

Our
warm
period

The “creative explosion” occurred during a 
series of abrupt climate flips. 62

Grass2desert5200ya About 5,200 years ago, the Sahara lost 
its monsoon rainfall and, over several 
centuries, lost its grass and grazing 
animals. 

This stimulated the great Nile irrigation 
civilizations and the need for tax 
accountants. (That’s how writing began, 
3200 BCE).

For the last 50 years, anthropologists 
have emphasized the step up from 
anatomically-modern Homo sapiens
to behaviorally-modern Homo 
sapiens sapiens.  

There are various 
formulations for 
this big step up:

replica of 

cave art
National 

Museum of 

Kenya
W. H. Calvin

2000

• Imitation
• Symbolic stuff
• “Consciousness”
• Language
• Planning
• Creativity
• Add to all 
the qualifier,
“with structure.”

Male

bonobo
San Diego Zoo

• DEREK BICKERTON: Need to keep 
rough track of “Who owes what to 
whom” by tagging whether person 
is an actor, recipient, etc.

• Once that mental capability 
evolves, can likely use 
case marking circuits to gossip 
about “Who did what to whom.”

Sharing is another good setup for syntax.
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• BEFORE:  words, short sentences

• IMAGINE THAT some adults or older 
children slowly manage to consistently 
speak long sentences.
– Develop conventions to identify an actor 

(“he”), the acted-upon (“him”), etc.

• NOW small children hear structured 
stuff.  They figure out the syntax and 
are even better as adults because...

• …earlier softwiring works better.

The “outbreak” of structured stuff
• BEFORE:  words, short sentences

• AFTER early exercise from “Who did 
what to whom,” might have more:

– Long sentences

– More complex thoughts

– Contingent plans

– Games and logic

– Music beyond melody

– Coherence-finding creativity

The “outbreak” of structured stuff To summarize, part 2

• Need structuring for all of higher intellectual 
functions. Regular exercise from “Who did what to 
whom?” gossip.

• HARD PART: need creativity for novel situations, 
something to bootstrap quality as you “get set.” 
Darwin Machine.

• The creative explosion at 50,000 years ago could have 
been long-sentence language being picked up by more 
flexible youngsters.

Three books have more depth (and the references)

The thumbnail on a slide will tell you 
which book has the most on the 
topic of that slide.

If you want to look something up, 
try my web site at WilliamCalvin.com
which has the full text and 
illustrations of all the books.

A Brain for All Seasons

A Brief History of the Mind

The Cerebral Code

Lingua ex machina
Reconciling Darwin and 

Chomsky with the Human Mind

A Brief History of the Mind
From Apes to Intellect and Beyond


